trustees of the National Gallery, London, as well as a trustee of the Tate Gallery and chairman of the management committee of the Courtauld Institute of Art. The essay is thus interesting for its immediate origins as well as important for its later influence. It is also one of the only two essays Robbins published on the economic case for government support of the arts; the other, later essay, "Unsettled Questions in the Political Economy of the Arts," was also a popular rather than an academic piece (Robbins 1971b) .
In this article I first briefly summarize the arguments made for government support of the arts in "Art and the State" (and again in "Unsettled Questions in the Political Economy of the Arts"). I also indicate the relation of these arguments both to Robbins's views on economics more generally and his well-known love of the arts. Utilizing mainly biographical and other information to be found in his unpublished papers as well as the archives of the National Gallery and the Tate Gallery, 1 I then describe the context and immediate origins of the essay "Art and the State." As part of a sustained campaign of relentless pressure on the state (specifically the U.K. Treasury) to provide more money for art (specifically the National Gallery), it comprehends the arguments Robbins was actually putting to Treasury ministers and officials at the time. The episode is an interesting case study of how one arts institution sought, and obtained, financial support from the state. "Art and the State" focused on the special problems of museums and galleries-especially their financial problems, which befitted the audience in Birmingham-and with which as a trustee of the National Gallery Robbins was much concerned in the late 1950s. In the published essay he prefaced his discussion of these problems with some consideration of the general question of the relation between art and the state: "Is the encouragement of the arts a proper function for political bodies? Is such encouragement compatible with liberal notions of the duties of the state?" (Robbins 1963, 53) . In his handwritten notes for the talk, which survive in his papers, he originally conceived of art in its wider rather than narrower sense, "not only visual but music." I concentrate 1. The National Gallery Archives include most of Robbins's own files relating to his service as a trustee, which he deposited there himself. Other Robbins Papers have been lent to the present author by Robbins's family for the purpose of writing his official biography; when the biography is complete they will be deposited in the British Library of Political and Economic Science at LSE.
here on the published essay, where he expanded his arguments for government support of the arts, although I shall mention some of the points he made in his notes but played down in the published version. According to the notes, when the date of the talk had been fixed he had decided to "refresh memory of views of Bloomsburies from whom as young man learned so much- [Clive] Bell & [Roger] Fry" and had been "Interested to find great scepticism & reserve." 2 He did not share their skepticism. As he said in the published essay, their "aggressively laissez-faire attitude . . . seems to me to pour out the baby with the bathwater [for] the implication that the role of the state in relation to art is necessarily negative seems to be untrue, both historically and in reason" (Robbins 1963, 54) . Historically there were plenty of examples to the contrary; to quote again from his notes for his talk: "Architecture notorious. Painting & sculpture. Church. State (Venice). Kings & Despots. Charles V & Medici. Just not true that good products [are] only response to private demand in sense that much Dutch & XIX French is. Same with music. Church music. Opera. Wagner." Analytically Bell and Fry were equally unconvincing: for a start the state had to be housed in often large buildings. "Is it really to be argued that all this must be catered for solely in terms of protection from the weather and the provision of proper acoustics? Why should public buildings be the only buildings to be unadorned?" As a (philosophical) liberal he did not think such "a selfdenying ordinance" was needed "as a sort of penance against the dangers of undue paternalism" (Robbins 1963, 55-56) .
Coming to the "wider question," on which there might be less agreement, Robbins asked: "Beyond what is involved by the needs of the apparatus of government [that is, public buildings], is there not a more general case for public patronage of the arts, some general encouragement of high excellence in culture-in the visual arts, in music, and in the theatre?" His own answer was "unhesitatingly yes," and "on the same ground as I would give support to the maintenance of sources of high excellence in learning and pure science, Archeology, Pure Mathematics, Astronomy, for instance-subjects of no special relevance to practical affairs as such, but which impart quality and meaning to life on this planet by reason of their mere existence. And I confess that, were I not aware that there have been objectors, it would never occur to me to regard such an answer as being anything but mere good sense" (56-57).
In his later paper on the political economy of the arts, Robbins (1971b, 3) put the question and his answer even more bluntly.
Why should the taxpayer provide money for the arts? Why should not the whole business be left to consumer demand? If people want art they will buy it: if not, why should it be produced? . . . It is a question of ultimate values, a question of what you think to be the purpose and function of the state as the authoritarian element in society, a question of political philosophy. Economics comes in only when you want to know the implications of your decisions in this respect, implications as regards proportions, incentives and machinery.
The remainder of the general argument for government support of the arts in "Art and the State" was an efficiency argument. The arts are likeor indeed part of-education in conferring collective benefits to society as a whole as well as private benefits to the individual consumers. The existence of these collective benefits means that the market cannot be relied upon to produce the optimum level of the product (Baumol and Bowen 1966, 380-85; Heilbrun and Gray 2001, 226-31) . Robbins (1963, 58-59) 
Only if it could be shown that there was no element of indiscriminate benefit in such forms [the arts] of the educational function could such an argument [that patronage of the arts is an illegitimate use of taxpayers' money] begin to pass muster. But of course one of the main arguments for the educational function [of the state] in general and for these forms in particular is just this, that the benefit is not merely discriminate, and that the positive effects of the fostering of art and learning and the preservation of culture are not restricted to those immediately prepared to pay cash but diffuse themselves to the benefit of much wider sections of the community in much the same way as the benefits of the apparatus of public hygiene or of a well-planned urban landscape. The market mechanism is a splendid thing for ministering to wants and satisfactions which can be discretely formulated. But we oversimplify and run the risk of discrediting a fundamental institution, if we claim that it can formulate demands for all the necessary ingredients of the good society. Baumol and Bowen (1966, 370 n, 385-86) , who cite Robbins's argument in this connection, echo this last point in their own conclusion: "When such a case [of market failure to provide public goods] arises, failure of the government to provide funds may constitute a very false economya misallocation of the community's resources, and a failure to implement the desires of the public. In such circumstances, government outlays are no manifestation of boondoggling bureaucracy, no evidence of creeping socialism, but a response to one of the needs of the society at large."
In both essays the efficiency argument was supplemented to some extent by the equity argument for government support of the arts, in that the importance of the accessibility of art collections was emphasized (Robbins 1963, 60; 1971b, 5-6) . But the efficiency argument was a secondary argument, which Robbins invoked when matters such as charges for admission to publicly funded museums and galleries were a practical political issue, as they were in Britain in the 1970s.
If the arts provide collective benefits and are to some extent at least public goods, then it is necessary (from an economist's point of view) both to consider what the collective benefits are and to determine how much of the goods should be provided or financially supported by the state and how much provision should be left to private enterprise. Robbins (1963, 57-58) emphasized in "Art and the State" that the state should not have a monopoly but that the state should "be one among a number of sources of supply, its special duty to preserve and, by example, to forward the highest possible standards . . . in full accordance with the best tradition of the liberal outlook." The benefits he mentioned included both the pleasure of contemplating works of art and the inspiration of old masters to the creation of new works of art (59-62); in his notes for his talk he added increased future benefits through taste formation: "In part can be regarded in modern setting as infant industry on the consumption side. Demand rising will pay later on when taste created. This [has] some application to Ballet. Twenty years ago prediction of present audiences for Ballet would have been regarded as ridiculous."
As for the amount of state support, this was a matter of political economy, not pure economics-something that would in fact be decided through the political process. He made this particularly clear in lecturing to his students at LSE on the theory of economic policy in the late 1940s. In a lecture headed "Public goods as distinct from Private," he noted that "because of their nature great difficulty in deciding how much." The principle enunciated in Hugh Dalton's (1936) textbook, that the public supply should be that which makes "marginal social advantages of expenditure . . . just balance marginal social disadvantages of raising additional public income," could not be followed in practice just because the "essence of the collective want is that the objects which satisfy it yield indiscriminate benefit. . . . How then proceed?" (emphasis in notes). In theory you might have elections or referenda, but their outcomes would only reflect the preferences of the majority. "In practice, of course, you don't have elections. . . . Such decisions [on the provision of public goods] are acts of executive elected perhaps for other purposes. If go flagrantly wrong here may be turned out. But most decisions not of this order of political importance. Hence a wide play to judgment of officials, etc., who may or may not try to calculate alternatives." 3 This did not mean, however, that there was no role for economists: they could help to improve this decision process by encouraging government officials to consider the consequences of alternative levels of provision and of alternative uses of government revenue. This was a role of which Robbins (1971a, chap. 8) had had extensive personal experience in his six years of wartime government service. It also meant that the appropriate amount of specific financial support for the arts would depend on economic circumstances, on the amount of resources available, and on the urgency of the competing claims on them.
When considering the relation between Robbins's views on economics and his view of the importance of the arts, it is well to remember that his interest in the arts predated his interest in economics. As he explained in his autobiography, he gained his love of poetry from his mother, shared his father's love of classical music, especially Bach, and learned much more from a school friend, Eddie Rose. When he left school in 1915 and entered University College London to read for a degree in English, his "chief, indeed my only real ambition in life" was to be an effective poet (Robbins 1971a, 29) . But his family on both sides were Strict Baptists, to whom the theater and opera were forbidden. Robbins did not see a play until he was a young artillery officer stationed at the Royal Artillery Barracks in Woolwich for a year in 1916-17. In this year and after he returned wounded from the western front in the spring of 1918, he began to enjoy the theater; to attend concerts with Eddie Rose and another gifted musician, Reggie Lawson, a relation by marriage who had already escaped the confines of Nonconformism; and to discover the visual arts with the painter Clive Gardiner, to whom Lawson introduced him and who became his closest friend (and, several years later, his brother-in-law). 4 Gardiner took his two friends to the galleriesespecially the National Gallery, as there were few special exhibitions in wartime London; through Gardiner, Robbins acquired his love of Italian early Renaissance art and of the impressionists and postimpressionists (especially Cézanne, Gardiner's hero). In reading about art, Robbins (1971a, 43-46, 242-43 ) became a disciple of Clive Bell and Roger Fry. With Gardiner and Lawson he saw the Lane collection-the fine collection of thirty-nine French impressionist paintings, including major works by Degas, Renoir, and Manet, acquired by the late Sir Hugh Lane who went down with the Lusitania in 1915-when it was first exhibited in the National Gallery in January 1917 (Robbins 1967, 13-14; Rothenstein 1962, 30-33) . For Robbins (1971a, 244) , "The galleries of London became for me what conventicles had been for my ancestors-continual sources of spiritual refreshment and contemplation."
In 1918 Lawson and his two friends began to go to the ballet: Diaghilev's Ballets Russes opened its first London season since before the war at the London Coliseum on 5 September. It included the first Massine ballet to be seen in London, The Good-Humoured Ladies, with Lydia Lopokova (later known to economists as Lady Keynes) as the maid. The season was so successful that Diaghilev was able to arrange a further season with three ballets every night at the Alhambra theater in Leicester Square; it was there in June and July 1919 that the Massine ballets La Boutique Fantastique, in which Lopokova and Massine appeared as the can-can dancers, and The Three-Cornered Hat, with their designs by Derain and Picasso, were first performed (Buckle 1979, 345-59) . Robbins particularly remembered Lopokova in La Boutique Fantastique: she was "enchanting" (information from David Laidler in personal communication; cf. Robbins 1971a, 264) .
Given his interests in the visual and performing arts, Robbins was uncomfortable with the definitions of economics he was presented with at LSE, which he entered as an undergraduate in October 1920. The first lecture on economics he heard there, given by Hugh Dalton, opened with such definitions: Dalton offered those of Edwin Cannan, Alfred Marshall, and Henry Clay. Robbins was particularly critical of Cannan's definition, which restricted economics to the study of the causes of material welfare. He was, however, impressed with the logical clarity and rigor of economics, especially compared with the pretensions of political science (Howson 2004, 416-18) . He decided to become an economist after he graduated in October 1923 with a first class honors BSc (Econ) degree, for which he had specialized in the history of political ideas under the supervision of Harold Laski (but he had also attended Cannan's lectures and his economic theory seminar for two years). After a stint as research assistant to William Beveridge, the director of LSE, he taught economics at New College Oxford (1924-25 and 1927-29) and LSE (1925-27) before his appointment as professor of economics at LSE in August 1929.
His undergraduate experience had left him with a set of puzzles as to the scope of economics and the nature of its subject matter, which he lectured on at Oxford in 1929 and at LSE in 1930 and 1931 . His lecture notes, which survive in his papers in a notebook on which he has labeled the LSE lectures as "first draft of final form of N & S," confirm the report of the origins of An Essay on the Nature and Significance of Economic Science (Robbins 1932 ) that he gave in his autobiography. The Oxford lectures also show that he had arrived at his famous definition of economics by the end of 1928 (Howson 2004, 423-26) . According to Robbins (1971a, 148) :
The fundamental textbook on the elements of economics when I was a student at LSE was Cannan's Wealth; and the first chapter of this truly excellent work was devoted to elucidations which defined its subjectmatter in terms of the causes of material welfare. Shortly after I joined the staff as a teacher, I was put to lecture to a special course for Army officers on the Economics of War and readiness for war; and I had not been long engaged on my preparation for this task before it was borne in upon me that, although what I was going to say leant heavily on economic analysis as I had been taught it, it yet fell completely outside Cannan's definition. . . . This puzzled me very much; and my perplexities increased when I reflected on the number of activities in which I was especially interested, concerts, theatrical performances, not to mention the design of decorative as distinct from utility architecture and the like, which had nothing to do with material welfare but which yet certainly had an economic aspect. . . . Gradually it dawned on me that . . . the underlying fact which made so many different activities and relationships susceptible to economic analysis was the scarcity of the means with which they were concerned and not the materiality of the objectives. Hence Robbins's (1932, 15) definition: "Economics is the science which studies human behaviour as a relationship between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses."
When he discussed Cannan's definition in Oxford in 1929, he challenged the utility of a distinction between material and nonmaterial satisfactions or welfare. For one thing it was difficult to make such distinctions in everyday life: "I eat a plate of porridge. Perhaps that is a material satisfaction. As the bottom of the plate emerges I enjoy the pattern of the porcelain. Is that material or immaterial and supposing the latter-then is the production of plain plates the concern of economics & the production of ornamental the concern of some other study." For another, material welfare did not cover the subject matter of economics:
Take for instance the wages of dons-surely a legitimate part of economic material-I am paid wages for lecturing on economics. Now some people might say that this was indirectly conducive to material welfare . . . But suppose I lectured on philosophy surely economics would not cease to be useful as an instrument of explanation [of the determination of wages].
Well & good it may be said but this not because what you produce is conducive to material well being by others but because it is conducive to the material well being of yourself.
Again this may be true. I may spend my earnings on bread. But I may give them to some "poor invalid" or I may spend them on the Russian Ballet. 5 His own definition of the scope of economics, on the other hand, satisfactorily included the arts he cared so much about.
In 1935-36 a seat on the Committee of Management of the Courtauld Institute, which is part of the University of London, fell vacant. Robbins took the opportunity of his recent election to the senate of the university to put his own name forward. Attending his first meeting in October 1936, his fellow members included the founders of the institute, Lord Lee of Fareham, Samuel Courtauld, and Sir Robert Witt, whose son John had been a student of Robbins at New College Oxford. After World War II, and Courtauld's death in 1947, Robbins (1971a, 244-46) was elected to the chair of the committee and reelected regularly until 1975. Robbins would say very little but somehow no one else managed to get a word in'" (Carter 2001, 363) .
In June 1940 Robbins joined what became the Economic Section of the War Cabinet Offices, becoming its director in September 1941. Long before the end of his wartime government service, he had gained a welldeserved reputation for his diplomatic and administrative skills and for both tact and frankness (Meade 1984) . His love of art became known to his colleagues. For instance, in Washington in September and October 1943, as soon as he had a free Sunday he went with a Foreign Office colleague to inspect the modern French collection in the new National Gallery of Art and returned several times before he went back to London. He wrote to his wife: "It is, of course, a slender collection judged by European standards consisting at present of the bequests of two or three private collectors and a loan exhibition of refugee French pictures. But it has several masterpieces which are well worth a visit in themselves; and the whole collection is so well hung that it is a pleasure to wander round. You cannot tell what a delight it is after four years almost complete starvation to be able once more to wander round a well filled gallery, sampling where one wills the subtle pleasures of the eye." 6 After he had returned to LSE in 1946, Robbins was asked in 1950 to serve on a government committee on the export of works of art chaired by his former boss in Whitehall, Sir John Anderson (later Lord Waverley). Although British concern with the export of works of art from British shores, especially to the United States, was longstandingprompting the creation of the National Art Collections Fund in 1903 7 -there had been no control over exports until the Second World War. After the war the number of applications for licenses to export major works of art had risen rapidly, and some applications had been refused on the grounds that the objects were national treasures; facing criticism that its advisers were interested parties, the government had set up a reviewing committee in 1949 to consider appeals from exporters refused licenses. This too had been criticized as both arbitrary and ineffective (Treasury 1952, 2-19) . Robbins, 20 September and 3 October 1943. 7 . The purpose of the fund, a voluntary organization open to anyone on payment of a subscription, is to purchase for national and provincial collections works of art that they cannot afford and that would otherwise be sold abroad.
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Robbins helped to draft the report, which recommended a standing reviewing committee under an independent chairman. This committee would not only set the principles under which export licenses could be refused but could also delay the granting of a license until the national or provincial gallery or museum desiring to purchase it had time to raise the necessary funds (Treasury 1952, 56-60) . Since it "follow[ed] from our recommendation that the extent to which national treasures can be safeguarded, while at the same time doing justice to the owners, depends mainly on the provision of additional funds" (25), the report also recommended an increase in the annual grants-in-aid from the Treasury to the national collections for purchases of pictures and sculpture. The Treasury accepted the report, and Chancellor of the Exchequer R. A. Butler appointed Robbins as the first chair of the reviewing committee. Butler also agreed to a 25 percent increase in the annual grants, but this only raised the grant of the National Gallery, for instance, from £10,000 to £12,500.
As Robbins (1971a, 249) remarked in his autobiography, "One thing leads to another." In the summer of 1952 he was invited to become a trustee of the National Gallery; a year later he was appointed the National Gallery's liaison trustee on the board of the Tate Gallery; after another year he became the chairman of the National Gallery trustees. Butler also asked him in 1954 to chair a committee to advise on whether to rebuild the Queen's Hall, the original home of the Henry Wood Promenade Concerts, which had been destroyed by bombing in March 1941, and in 1956 Waverley invited him to join the board of directors of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden: he chaired its ballet and finance subcommittees for many years and remained on the board until 1980, intimately involved at the end in the controversial redevelopment of the opera house. He resigned from the Reviewing Committee on the Export of Works of Art after he became chairman of the National Gallery trustees.
It should be explained that until 1965 the National Gallery, established in 1824, and the Tate Gallery, opened in 1897, received government funding directly from the Treasury (as did the British Museum but not, for instance, the Victoria and Albert Museum). Although the younger gallery bears the name of Henry Tate (a real sugar daddy), who had offered the government his own collection on condition that a gallery of British art be built, it was initially under the control of the National Gallery and contained only modern British art; it was only as the building was enlarged that it received the Turner Bequest, on the one hand, and began to acquire modern foreign art, on the other, the latter thanks mainly to the generosity of Samuel Courtauld and the deceased Sir Hugh Lane. It was not until 1955 that the National Gallery and Tate Gallery Act shifted the legal responsibility for the Tate's collections from the National Gallery trustees to the Tate trustees, at the same time providing for transfers of paintings between the two galleries-though leaving the anomaly that the older institution had a right to the very best British paintings and could also lay claim to the Tate's postimpressionists (Rothenstein 1962; Spalding 1998, 23-50, 122-23) . Robbins as a trustee of the National Gallery and its representative on the Tate board was able to participate in the often-contentious negotiations over the transfers. 8 He was, of course, drawn directly into the financing of the National Gallery.
At his first meeting of the trustees in October 1952, Robbins and Sir Alan Barlow, with whom as a high Treasury official Robbins had worked during the war, were "invited . . . to consider the whole question of investments"; they subsequently made various recommendations for managing the National Gallery's endowment so as to increase its investment income. Robbins was instrumental in improving the running of the gallery's publications department and separating its finances from Treasury control (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 9 October 1952 and 12 November 1953 . He was involved too in the internal dispute over whether to clean pictures by removing dirt and discolored varnish, being generally in favor: at a trustees' meeting in March 1954, for instance, he commented with respect to Renoir's Les parapluies that "he remembered the picture when it was first exhibited with the rest of the Lane Bequest. It was now much dimmer than it had been then" (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 11 March 1954 cf. Robbins 1971a, 250-51) . What is more relevant in the present context is that in April 1954 he proposed that the board should send a deputation to the chancellor of the exchequer on the National Gallery's building requirements (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 8 April 1954 . As chairman of the trustees from July 1954, he was intensely involved in discussions with government ministers, beginning 8. He was also immediately drawn into, and helped to resolve, the "Tate affair"-a particularly nasty dispute involving the director of the Tate, John Rothenstein, and its trustees, of whom Dennis Proctor, an art-loving former senior Treasury civil servant, was chair (Robbins 1971a, 262-63; Spalding 1998, 101-21; Rothenstein 1966) . with Sir David Eccles, then minister of works, who had been a student of his at New College Oxford. As he explained to Eccles, even though the ministry was refurbishing the galleries in the eastern wing there were as yet no plans to restore and reopen the west wing, closed after bomb damage during the war. As a result of this and the increased work of the Conservation Department, only a small proportion of the collection was on view, and the collection was still increasing: "It is highly desirable that this should continue-both to save national treasures which otherwise might be exported and to fill gaps in the representation of different painters and schools, especially as regards more recent work." Hence there was a need for further building behind the present gallery as well as for rebuilding the west wing. "It is the purpose of the present visit to seek support for a thorough architectural survey with all these needs in mind," in preparation for a later formal approach by the trustees to ministers to persuade them of the urgency of these needs. "Looking further ahead," Robbins went on:
I am personally prompted to ask whether the Ministry of Works is satisfied with a situation in which an appreciable area of the block on which the National Gallery stands-one of the finest sites in the world-will be occupied by a reconstructed department store, for ever in the way of extension of the Gallery. I understand that before the war our predecessors said that they were not interested in the acquisition of this plot [at that time occupied by Hampton's store and a bomb site since November 1940]. If we were asked the same question today I have little doubt that our answer would be different. 9 Robbins reported to his fellow trustees in October 1954 that Eccles had been "most sympathetic," and the ministry's architects were now investigating the possibilities of reconstruction but it was too late to prevent Hampton's rebuilding (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 14 October 1954 . (Fortunately that was not the end of the story of the Hampton site, which is now occupied by the Sainsbury wing of the National Gallery.)
On 13 January 1955 the trustees agreed that Robbins and the Duke of Wellington (a longtime member of the National Gallery board and Robbins's immediate predecessor in the chair) should approach the chancellor of the exchequer. Along with Director Philip Hendy, Robbins and Wellington visited the financial secretary to the Treasury, Henry Brooke, 9. Robbins, "Note for Sir David Eccles on the Present Problems of the National Gallery," 27 July 1954, NG26/85, National Gallery Archives. in February; Hendy and Robbins also treated Brooke to a private tour "behind the scenes" of the gallery. The deputation used the same arguments Robbins had used to Eccles the previous summer. 10 These efforts were successful in reopening the west wing and creating additional galleries on the ground floor in stages over the next six years (Robbins 1971a, 252; Hendy 1964, 73-74) . The trustees then turned their attention to persuading the Treasury to provide more finances for the contents of the galleries.
As I have already mentioned, in "Art and the State" Robbins (1963, 59 ) justified the existence of publicly funded national art collections in terms of their collective benefits: "The capacity of a collection as such to yield information and enjoyment is likely to be considerably greater than that of the items of which it is composed, each considered in isolation; and the general accessibility of such collections, on a scale and in surroundings which it would pay no private enterprise to furnish, is surely something which belongs essentially to [the] educational functions of the state." In the 1950s there was "a further raison d'être for the public collection" in Britain: the breaking up of large estates by death duties and the resulting export of works of art previously in private hands. While "there can be no objection in principle to the movement of works of arts across frontiers," in practice it would be unfortunate if this continued indefinitely. Although the redistribution of wealth might be in accordance with the wishes of the general public, he "doubt[ed] very much whether they have willed the transfer, to other parts, of the outstanding treasures which have been preserved in private hands." Hence "the state must step in and buy," and if the state did not wish Britain to lose "a stock of treasures which was once the envy and admiration of the world" it would have to back its desire with hard cash, and enough of it to cope with rising prices in the international art market (63-65).
Robbins had used these and related arguments in several attempts at public and private persuasion. He wrote the forewords to the annual reports of the National Gallery (which were largely his initiative), each year advocating an increase in the annual purchase grant. Another effort which received considerable publicity was an address to the National Art Collections Fund in June 1955. On that occasion he argued for "a very radical change in present allocations [of government money] to museums and galleries" because of the combined effect of the review process for exports of works of art that he and his fellow members of the Waverley committee had recommended, and the rise in prices of works of art. The review process could delay the granting of an export license but it could not ultimately refuse one if no offer from a domestic buyer for the work of art at its current market price was forthcoming. After explaining to his audience why art prices had risen so much and were likely to do so in an inflationary environment, he pointed out that "the only solution to our problem is more money": "first, an increase in the funds placed at the disposal of national collections to enable them to buy, without continual appeal for special grants, the lower priced masterpieces which continually appear on the market, and, secondly, a complete willingness on the part of the state to step into the breach with special assistance when the few very high-priced works are in danger of export." 11 To his fellow trustees he suggested additional possibilities: the formation of a Friends of the National Gallery (which he thought was probably ruled out by the existence of the National Art Collections Fund), the launching of a public appeal, private appeals to possible large benefactors, widening of the current very limited powers of the Inland Revenue to accept works of art in payment of death duties, allowing donors to deduct gifts to charitable institutions from their taxable income as in the United States, and the imposition of admission fees (which would, however, only benefit the National Gallery if the Treasury increased its grant, since the proceeds of admission charges would automatically accrue to the Treasury). 12 At the beginning of 1956 the law as it stood allowed the Inland Revenue to accept in satisfaction of estate duty works of art and other objects that the Treasury thought ought to remain with the buildings in which they were kept when the buildings themselves were accepted in lieu of estate duty or given to the National Trust. There had also been in existence since 1946 a National Land Fund which could reimburse the Inland Revenue when the government chose to transfer land offered in payment of death duties to a nonprofit-making body such as the National Trust.
11. "Address to the National Art Collections Fund," June 1955, in Robbins Papers. The publicity following the address was not all welcome: accused in the Evening Standard newspaper of being an "art dictator" wanting to nationalize privately held paintings, Robbins felt obliged to circulate the text of his remarks to his friends.
12. "National Gallery Finance, Memorandum by the Chairman," 2 November 1955, NG26/ 85, National Gallery Archives.
The National Gallery first suggested to the Treasury that these powers should be widened to include works of art, books and manuscripts, scientific collections, and so forth, to be sold, given, or bequeathed to national galleries and museums. 13 The government did indeed take a small step in this direction in the 1956 budget by allowing the resources of the National Land Fund to be utilized for works of art offered in payment of death duties that would go into the national collections. What Robbins was proposing to his fellow trustees was that the Inland Revenue should also be able to accept gifts in cash as well as in kind to national museums and galleries when these were offered in lieu of estate duty; and with respect to income tax, that gifts to institutions such as the National Gallery should be deductible from income before assessment for income tax.
With the help of John Witt, who had joined the National Gallery board in July 1955, Robbins drew up a memorandum for Chancellor of the Exchequer Harold Macmillan, advocating the suggested remission of estate duty for gifts of money as well as for gifts of objects to national museums and galleries and some income tax relief to donors to such institutions. The trustees forwarded the memorandum to the chancellor after the 1956 budget, in which there had been the small extension of the use of the National Land Fund. 14 On income tax they did not ask just for the restoration of the situation that had prevailed before 1946, when donors making payments to a charity under a deed of covenant could claim relief from surtax, but rather that the American system be introduced. The chancellor agreed to discuss the suggestions with representatives of the gallery (National Gallery Board 1952-74, 13 December 1956), but they were not successful in getting the desired tax relief then or later.
During his first term as chairman of the National Gallery trustees, Robbins was particularly active in tackling the problem of the Lane Bequest. When Sir Hugh Lane went down with the Lusitania, he had left both a will in which the Lane collection was bequeathed to the National Gallery and an unwitnessed signed codicil leaving the collection to the Dublin Municipal Library. The National Gallery, who thus legally owned the collection, had offered to lend it to Dublin and been rebuffed. When the National Art Collections bill (as the National Gallery and Tate Gallery 13. Robbins to Sir Alexander Johnston, 6 February 1956, NG26/86, National Gallery Archives.
14. Robbins to Miss A. Doggett, 6 February; Robbins to Hendy, 31 May; Robbins, "Representations to the Chancellor on sundry financial questions"; and Robbins, "Draft letter to the Chancellor," 4 June 1956, NG26/86, National Gallery Archives. bill was first called) was going through Parliament in 1953, Lord Moyne took the opportunity to reassert the Irish claim to the pictures, thus reviving the controversy (Rothenstein 1962, 32-33, 45; Bodkin 1956, 85-91) . In trying to find a solution to the problem, Robbins and Witt enlisted the help of the Anglo-Irish peer Lord Pakenham (later the Earl of Longford), who like Witt had been (albeit briefly) a student of Robbins at New College Oxford (Pakenham 1953, 40) , and who had supported Lord Moyne in the House of Lords debate.
In 1957 the National Gallery trustees agreed to send jointly with the Tate Gallery a deputation to new Chancellor of the Exchequer Peter Thorneycroft: Witt, Henry Moore, and Robbins would represent the National Gallery (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 14 February 1957 . Robbins prepared their arguments for the meeting on 19 February. "May I suggest at once that we are well aware that what we have to do is not only to prove that absolutely speaking our requests have justification but also that comparatively they are so urgent that they warrant exceptional treatment." He pointed out that in 1880 the Treasury's annual grant to the National Gallery was £10,000; in 1956 the combined annual grant to the two galleries was £23,000; during the same period the cost of living had increased more than four times, the price of a masterpiece ten or twenty times. This alone provided a justification for an increase of, he suggested, £77,000. "But as I said earlier [we] must make out a case for special action now. Therefore wish to argue a particular anomalyspecially urgent to rectify-tangible gains associated with rectification." The anomaly was that in the 1880s the national income was only £1 billion, in the 1950s it was £15 billion, so that the original grant to the National Gallery was 1/100,000th of national income, the current combined grant only 1/500,000th: "surely this not something which has been intended. Your predecessors [were] not insensitive men who deliberately willed that so important a branch of cap[ital] investment should shrink proportionately & absolutely. The thing has just happened in a fit of absence of mind." And rectification of this anomaly was urgent, for "the Days when we can make good gaps are numbered. Every year the masterpieces in private possession shrink. This time even for modern masters. And once private stock gone-no replenishment. If we still have second rate XIXth c[entury] collection in 10 years time we shall always be in that position." Finally, he produced another "economic" argument, the attraction of London as a tourist center: "suppose increased annual expenditure meant every year extra 25,000 Americans spent one day extra spending 20$ a day"; this would mean an extra $500,000 on the current account of the balance of payments. However, he was "sorry to base our plea on this"; the "main basis" of the plea was the "duty to ourselves & to posterity not to neglect this form of national wealth." 15 The chancellor was unmoved. Robbins and his fellow trustees continued their efforts less directly and more publicly. He dined with the Arts and Amenities Group of Conservative Members of Parliament and reported that they had told him not to press the chancellor too forcibly; they would invite the chancellor to dine and urge him to raise the annual grant to the desired £100,000 (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 11 April 1957 . In May Robbins wrote to Hugh Dalton, who as chancellor of the exchequer in the first postwar Labour government, had created the National Land Fund in his 1946 budget, arguing for an extension of the Land Fund to allow it to purchase works of art for the nation, not just at the deaths of their owners but as the works came on the market, and asking him to put this idea to the chancellor-which Dalton duly did. Thorneycroft, who was already well aware of Robbins's ideas but who had recently decided to reduce the size of the fund, responded with a pertinent question: "Why, it would be asked, should such exceptional privileges be given in respect of pictures? We might well be asked that the housing of the arts should be tackled in this way, or the support for opera." 16 In June, Robbins urged the peers on the National Gallery board to speak in a debate in the House of Lords on the finance of the arts, for "no opportunity should be missed of publicising the Gallery's financial needs" (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 13 June 1957 . When the BBC asked him in August to contribute to a series of radio talks on museums and galleries (which was particularly topical because of the current controversy over the Lane collection), he reiterated arguments he had made to the chancellor of the exchequer, some of which were broadcast. At the same time the director of the Birmingham City Museum and Art Gallery took up his offer to address the Friends of the Museum "about economic problems connected with works of art," asking him to talk on "some such subject as the 'Picture Market.'" She thought "people in an industrial city like this would like to have a talk on some aspect of the Art market and the values of works of art" and that "it would create interest if (Robbins 1963, 66-71) . He provided four reasons why one should not expect a cessation in the rise of art prices (diminished supply of old-and not so old-masters, increased demand for works of art as a result of rising real incomes in the Western world, general price inflation, and the use of art as a hedge against inflation). He hoped he had "proved that what with one set of influences and another, there is no likelihood whatever of a substantial lowering of levels already achieved. Any hope of a return to a 'saner' pre-war normal is founded on a failure to understand what is happening in the world." Hence the national museums' and galleries' needs for increased funds. Furthermore, "if it is realized that this provision [the National Gallery's annual grant of £12,500] is only £2,500 more than it was in the early [eighteen] eighties when its purchasing power in terms of cost-of-living commodities was perhaps four times as great as it is to-day, and its purchasing power in terms of old masters very much more than that, it will be seen how little public policy has kept pace with changing conditions of the market; still less with the desire of the general public for improved provision in this respect" (66-69). He did not blame the senior civil servants, who he knew were "at least as sensitive and cultivated as their critics," nor members of the House of Commons, who he had previously thought might be to blame; rather, "the responsibility for the present disgraceful state of affairs rests fairly and squarely with ministers."
Would ministers be justified in providing more money for museums and galleries at a time of inflationary pressure? "The question is pertinent; and, as an economist, obviously I must face it. But I have no doubt whatever of the answer." It was true that there was too much spending in the aggregate, but that did not imply that there should be less spending on culture and learning. "The necessity to curb spending in general does not in the least imply a necessity to apply the curb equally in all directions. In private finance, if a man has been overspending on orgies, so that his total expenditure has to be reduced, that does not mean that he should not increase his expenditure on his eyes and his teeth, if his spending on these in the past has been deficient; it only means that there have to be further balancing cuts elsewhere." He noted that "we pay up to three hundred million pounds in subsidies to various branches of agriculture, to say nothing of other subventions to high-cost enterprise at home and dubious connections abroad. Can it seriously be argued that, if such subsidies were to be halved, we could not spare a million or two from the savings for the galleries and the arts generally?" (70-71; emphasis in original).
In the circumstances of the economic crisis of the autumn of 1957, the chancellor of the exchequer could not hand out more money to the galleries even if he wanted to-as another new chancellor in the new year, Derick Heathcoat Amory, pointed out. The Treasury also reiterated its objections to the trustees' tax proposals. 18 A year later, with an improvement in the economic situation, the new chancellor relented. "Under the new Chancellor, through the turn of fortune and his own empirical mind, [economic] policy appeared to enter a more auspicious phase" (Dow 1964, 103) . On 23 January 1959, the financial secretary to the Treasury announced in the House of Commons an increase in the National Gallery's annual grant to the requested £100,000 (although it should be acknowledged that the gallery was by now asking for £150,000). By this time the Lane problem was nearing resolution. When the efforts of Pakenham, Robbins, and others had eventually produced a compromise whereby the collection was to be divided into two groups of approximately equal importance exhibited alternately in London and Dublin for five years at a time, the government also promised a further £125,000 (over five years) toward buying replacements for the Lane collection.
There was other good news for the National Gallery in the winter of 1958-59. The government had acquired the Hampton site for eventual further building by the National Gallery. The official history of the Sainsbury wing credits Robbins with generating the necessary public pressure on the government by writing a letter to the Times in May 1958 as soon as it became publicly known that the Canadian government had abandoned plans to build an annex to Canada House on the site (Amery 1991, 38-39) . The Treasury also offered a special grant of the necessary funds (£60,000) for the gallery to acquire Uccello's St. George and the Dragon. David Laidler's most vivid recollection of Robbins's LSE lectures on economic theory in 1958-59 is his triumphantly telling the class 18. Amory to Robbins, 10 February 1958, and Enoch Powell to Robbins, 30 October 1957, NG26/93, National Gallery Archives. about the painting the day its acquisition was announced (information from David Laidler in personal communication). When Robbins retired from the board he wrote to his sister that "this is in a way the end of an epoch for me-not the most important but perhaps the most rewarding & happiest office of my life. I expect I shall go back sometime as a trustee. But . . . it [is] improbable that I shall ever again have the chair with all the opportunities that that involves." 19 Robbins (now Lord Robbins) returned to the board in October 1960, and was elected chairman again in June 1962, in the midst of the furor over the theft of the Goya portrait of the (first) Duke of Wellington. He subsequently served a third seven-year term as a trustee. In his second term, which ended in 1967, he was especially delighted by the National Gallery's acquisition of the Cézanne Grandes baigneuses. When the board first learned that the picture was on the market, they believed the French government would never allow it to leave France: "The Chairman said he felt there was nothing to be done about the Baigneuses, although he considered it superior to two other large versions in Philadelphia." At a subsequent meeting he explained to his fellow trustees that some years ago he had seen this picture in Paris and quite recently he had been able to see the other large compositions of Baigneuses by Cezanne in the museum at Philadelphia [the Philadelphia Museum of Art] and in the Barnes Collection nearby. He felt that the one now in the Pellerin Collection was of the same order of importance as the other two. The Barnes collection version was probably the most exciting, whereas the one in the Philadelphia Museum, although very beautiful, had struck him as somewhat unfinished, with the medium used almost as if it were watercolour. The Pellerin picture is probably the most brilliant in colour.
Henry Moore supported him: the picture "represented the monumental phase of Cezanne's art, in which his work could be compared with that of the Old Masters" (National Gallery Board 1952-74, 6 February and 2 April 1964). To his and his fellow trustees' surprise the French government did allow an export license for the painting, which "was immediately dispatched to us [the National Gallery] before the Minister [André Malraux] could change his mind (as he has twice done in the past)." 20 The gallery then had to find the money, which required both 19. Lionel Robbins to Caroline Robbins, 13 July 1959 . 20. Philip Hendy, "Cezanne: Les grandes baigneuses," 10 August 1964 solicitation of a private donor and persuading the Treasury to provide matching funds. Robbins took charge of these efforts, and he celebrated their success by holding a dinner for the donor (the property developer and philanthropist Lord Rayne) and the trustees at LSE (National Gallery Board 1952-74, 1 October, 5 November, and 3 December 1964 ).
Robbins's second paper on the need for government support of the arts was written in July 1971, during his last term as a National Gallery trustee. At this time, "the export of an important Velasquez [Juan de Pareja, which went to the Metropolitan Museum in New York for £2,300,000], the continual uncertainty regarding the destination of the even more important Titian [The Death of Actaeon, which had until recently been on loan to the National Gallery], the imposition of entry charges to public museums and galleries and the fantastic anomaly of the tax system . . . [had] all contrived to make discussion of the principles of state support for the arts a matter of urgent importance" (Robbins 1971b, 3) . At the beginning of the year David Eccles, now Lord Eccles and the minister for the arts in the Conservative government elected in 1970, had told the gallery that the government would not make a special grant for the Velázquez-which has been described as the "the greatest Velázquez ever to leave these shores" (Verdi 2003, 39) -and was unlikely to provide one for the Titian. Robbins thought that "cases like the Velazquez and the Titian imperilled the whole Waverley Committee system since the stipulation of fair compensation for owners . . . was now making the Gallery's position virtually impossible" (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 4 February 1971 . The trustees had reluctantly decided to launch a public appeal jointly with the National Art Collections Fund and to ask the government for a matching grant. Robbins joined the deputation to Eccles in March. As John Witt, now chairman of the trustees, reported on 1 April, "Lord Eccles' response had been unsympathetic in the extreme"; Robbins, agreeing Eccles had been most discouraging, "believed that the Gallery must continue to fight for the Titian and over the general position with regard to comparably important pictures." 21 By July the Titian had been bought by J. Paul Getty for £1,763,000. The National Gallery asked the Reviewing Committee on the Export of Works of Art to refuse an export license and decided to pledge its next year's annual purchase grant toward the purchase price as well as to launch the appeal and ask the minister again for a matching grant 21. Philip Hendy, "Lord Robbins and the National Gallery," in Robbins Papers; National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 4 February and 1 April 1971 . (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 1 July 1971 . The minister did not relent until October. 22 In his article in September, Robbins (1971b, 12-14) launched a vigorous attack on Eccles for his lack of sympathy over the Titian, while bestowing compliments on Eccles's Labour predecessor, Jennie Lee, for her generosity. Before doing so he repeated his earlier arguments for government support of the arts in general and the national art collections in particular, and commended the Treasury ministers who had raised the annual grant-in-aid in 1959 (3-5, 8-11) . He concluded his article with the proposals for changes in the tax system to benefit and hence encourage private donors to museums and galleries that he and Witt had put to the Treasury in the 1950s. He dismissed the objection that there was an overriding need to cut government expenditure:
It does not mean that, while some expenditure should be diminished, no expenditure should be increased. Because one has wasted one's substance on wine and women that does not mean that it is wise to economise the proper care of one's eyes and teeth. What is at issue here, in this matter of the finance of the arts, is what, in the final analysis, makes the difference between the memorable and the mediocre in the spiritual life of the community. What is at stake in the matter of the Titian is the possibility of retaining in this country one of the finest works of one of the greatest masters of painting . . . capable of affording unalloyed happiness and enlightenment to the many hundreds of thousands of our fellow citizens . . . who visit the National Gallery yearly. . . . A tiny fraction of what has been spent on the Concorde [supersonic passenger aircraft] for instance, provided either by increased grants or tax remissions of the kind suggested, would be sufficient to solve all the problems discussed in this article and many more besides. (19) The main addition to the arguments of Robbins's earlier paper is one against the imposition of admission charges to national museums and galleries, which the Conservative government was proposing to introduce. Robbins argued that museums and galleries were analogous to publicly provided parks and libraries, not to theaters and opera houses. Unlike the latter there was (except in the case of special exhibitions) no problem of excess demand that needed to be reduced by price so as to prevent long queues or overcrowding. He noted that the government was not proposing charges for libraries, let alone parks. "Thus there is no question of principle compelling the application of charging to all types of cultural provision whatever the demand for them. The most that can be said for it is that it is a matter of financial expediency-of getting a little more for the arts than can be otherwise squeezed out of a reluctant Chancellor." The effect was "likely to keep away just those members of the public in whom-in the interests of the educational and amenity function [of the arts]-it would be most desirable to kindle interest," without raising a significant amount of revenue (7-8).
Mark Blaug has dismissed this argument, with justice, as ignoring the literature on museum attendance (Corry et al. 1998) . In fairness to Robbins, however, it should be noted that he had had a fairly open mind on the issue when it was raised (by himself among others) in the National Gallery in the 1950s. He admitted in July 1955: "I find it awfully difficult to make up my mind among the very many rather complicated pros and cons, but I am sure that this is a matter which we ought to consider more seriously than we have done for some years past." Hence he had asked the keeper to compile data on "(a) . . . past practices in the matter [since the gallery had had two 'paying days' a week before the war], (b) statistics of past receipts, (c) statistics of possible future receipts on alternative plans of charging and alternative hypotheses with regard to the future number of visitors." 23 Concerned that admission fees might weaken the case for increased government funding, the trustees in the 1950s had decided to concentrate instead on persuading the Treasury to increase the annual grant. In 1970 they decided for similar reasons not to make a public protest but to seek a "free day" each week and free admission for children at all times (National Gallery Board 1952-74, 8 November and 3 December 1970) . Although some trustees strongly believed the gallery should refuse to introduce charges, others, especially Witt and Robbins, argued that a better strategy would be to comply with government policy, while making their objections clear to the minister (Eccles), and to press for tax reforms to facilitate acquisitions. Robbins (National Gallery Board 1952 -74, 1 July 1971 what is done so widely elsewhere & also sometimes at home cannot be regarded as a great social crime or indeed a tremendous financial burden on the majority of users of the galleries. I don't agree however with his lumping together of the National Gallery with Covent Garden instead of with parks & other such amenities which are not overused at a zero price-which seems to me dubious economics. But chiefly I regret the disappearance of a freedom which we were proud of . . . the freedom of all dustmen & Dukes to enjoy together the delights of a great spiritual heritage-given or bequeathed chiefly by private donors for exactly that purpose. But that my Lords has gone. (emphasis in original)
Although the report in the Times the next day did not mention Eccles's and Robbins's exchange over the arguments of Robbins's recent article, which Eccles criticized in his own speech, it picked up the rest of Robbins's speech. "LORD ROBBINS, a trustee of the National Gallery, said he regretted what the trustees were being compelled to do. He deeply regretted the disappearance of the freedom of all citizens, both dustmen and dukes, to enjoy together the delights of a great mutual heritage bequeathed by private donors for exactly that purpose. (Cheers)." The trustees had submitted because "we think that there are even more important things at stake," but he wanted to ask for permission to allow a free day. He claimed that "Lord Eccles was going to deter a number of people who on a free day might wander into a gallery experimentally and so discover the life-enhancing stimulus inside. They should not be deterred. At the National Gallery they could handle the greater crowding on one free day a week and they could better discharge the function of bringing the arts to all and sundry." 24 (The admission charges were later abolished following a change of government.)
By the 1970s the National Gallery and the Tate Gallery were no longer directly funded by the Treasury but through the Department of Education and Science. The "Robbins Report" on higher education in 1963 had proposed the establishment of a ministry of arts and science to be responsible for autonomous cultural, educational, and scientific institutions like The Treasury on the whole . . . was supposed to be the national economic Ministry and the keeper of the public purse, but in the course of the last fifty years it had accumulated certain duties which fell into the category of poaching rather than gamekeeping. Most conspicuous was looking after the universities, but in addition to that it looked after certain galleries and learned societies. The National Gallery and the Tate, and in recent years the Arts Council, dealt directly with the Treasury, but although they were dependent on public funds they were insulated from politics. The disadvantage of this arrangement was that there had never been anyone in the Cabinet to speak for galleries or museums.
Baumol and Bowen's rationale for public support for the performing arts was essentially Robbins's. Other friends of Robbins have been more critical. Bernard Corry et al. (1998, 22) once commented: "Robbins's use of economics was a smoke screen-he liked the arts and that was that. I once asked him why he supported Covent Garden and not Fulham FC [Football Club] ." Similarly Alan Peacock (1969, 330; cf. Towse 2005) : "How do we compare, say, subsidizing the Arts with the subsidizing of [the supersonic aircraft] Concorde, or, say, the fares of Leeds United [another football club] to play Milan? One cannot make a case on grounds of externality in absolute terms alone, however much one shares the value judgements of its proponents." Peacock thought this was "the main weakness" of both Robbins 1963 and Baumol and Bowen 1966, chap. 16. There is no doubt that Robbins passionately believed the arts are a good thing, an end in themselves. But they are also an end in the sense of his definition of economics: they are only one of a wide range of goods, material and nonmaterial, competing for scarce resources. It can be argued, as I have suggested above, that his definition was deliberately designed to include the arts among the competing goods. The claim that art makes human life emotionally richer and more satisfying than it would otherwise be may be a matter of ultimate values on which, in Robbins's conception of economics as a positive science, economics has nothing particular to say. But this does not mean there is no use for economics in making a case for government support of the arts, or that Robbins's economic arguments are only a "smokescreen," for there is an economic question of how to achieve the desired end most efficiently, with the least sacrifice of other goods/ends.
Robbins did not always advocate more government money on the arts. As Balisciano and Medema (1999, 226) noted, the report of the Committee to Consider a New Queen's Hall argued against rebuilding the hall largely on opportunity-cost grounds. In his first draft of the report, having stated "quite definitely that we [the committee] accept the position that from a general point of view it is desirable that in time to come there should be more concerts in London and more concert halls" in keeping with "what the cultural life of a great metropolis should involve," he went on to compare the estimated demand for classical concerts in London with the financial cost of a new hall and with the repercussions a new hall would have on the existing concert halls. Although "nothing in the financial estimates . . . disposes of the general case . . . [for an additional large concert hall in London] it does suggest that until there is more solid evidence of a volume of additional demand which will provide substantial financial support for such a hall and not be a mere subtraction from demand for the uses of existing halls, there is not strong ground for affording such a project a high priority in the long list of desirable objects of immediate government expenditure." 25 Robbins's position, far from being vulnerable to Peacock's criticism, essentially agrees with it. As Peacock (1993, 28) put it, quantifying the demand for concerts or compositions might be "a useful first stage in drawing up a 'music budget' for a Minister of State. In the end, however, . . . such a budget has to be compared with other competing claims for funds, the 'cost' to the community of expenditures on music being measured, however approximately, in terms of the alternatives forgone, less for other arts, less for defence and so on." It was always necessary to make a case for specific expenditure by government on the arts in light of the other uses to which the money could be put, and such a case should include, as Robbins's arguments for an increase in the Treasury's grants to the National and Tate galleries in the 1950s conspicuously did, a reason why this expenditure was more urgent than others. As he concluded his notes for his talk to the Friends of the Birmingham Art Gallery in 1958, "Cost of one bomber [aircraft] would solve nearly all outstanding problems. Difficult to think this could not be collected by economies on the margins without diversion of expenditure from more important to less objectives. Indeed even if total expenditure being cut would urge room for increased expenditure here." Five years later he ended the published essay the same way:
To put the national galleries and museums in a position in which they can make appropriate additions to their collections, to remove the shadow of bankruptcy from the national opera and ballet and to provide a proper foundation, both for the activities of the Arts Council and of the British Academy, in present conditions, would certainly not involve at the outside more than an additional two million pounds to the total of public expenditure. It is difficult to believe that within a total expenditure of some five thousand millions, there are not economies available which would permit such an expansion without further increase of inflationary pressure. (Robbins 1963, 72) "Art and the State" was a small part of Robbins's efforts on behalf of the National Gallery. By 1957 he thought "the drumfire of propaganda in the last three years has begun to make an impact on the Treasury attitude" (Robbins to Douglas Cooper, quoted by Spalding 1998, 133) . He was right: as the director of the National Gallery pointed out, "By the time Lord Robbins left the Board the purchase grant had, with the help of Sir John Witt, risen to £990,000" from the £12,500 when Robbins first became a trustee. 26 As an art-loving economist I cannot help wishing that economists were always so influential.
26. Philip Hendy, "Lord Robbins and the National Gallery," in Robbins Papers.
